COMMUNITY AIDS REPORTING SYSTEM (CARS)  
ACCOUNTING REPORTS MANUAL

CARS PROFILE ID: 155036

PROFILE NAME: CVH Strategic Implement

DIVISION RESPONSIBLE: DPH

PROFILE TYPE: F – Contract Controlled

CONTRACT TYPE: Other

REIMBURSEMENT PERCENTAGE: 100.00

LIMITATIONS: N/A

EXPENSES ROLL TO THIS PROFILE FROM: N/A

EXPENSES ROLL FROM THIS PROFILE TO: 155036

EXPENSES ALLOCATE TO THIS PROFILE FROM: N/A

EXPENSES ALLOCATE FROM THIS PROFILE TO: N/A

CATALOG OF FEDERAL DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE (CFDA) NUMBER: N/A

PROFILE DESCRIPTION: Allowable costs are for staff evaluation, planning and implementation, survey and assessment work, interviews and progress meetings. May include travel to Madison, hospitals and stroke coalition meetings, supplies and services.